HeartMate 3: Bridging from clinical trial experience to real-world use
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Experience is the name everyone gives to their mistakes.

—Oscar Wilde
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In the article in this issue of the Journal from the Hannover Medical School, an institution with a long history of leadership in the field of mechanical circulatory support, Hanke and colleagues describe their center’s experience with 27 patients undergoing HeartMate 3 (St Jude Medical Inc, St Paul, Minn) support, most of whom (n = 19) had the devices implanted after completion of the CE Mark trial. This cohort thus represents the largest reported real-world experience with the HeartMate 3 device.

When comparing this real-world cohort with that of the original CE Mark trial, several consistencies are evident. Both were designed as all-comer studies. Both undertook the implant procedure through a conventional sternotomy under cardiopulmonary bypass support. In both, there was a marked predominance of men and Interagency Registry for Mechanically Assisted Circulatory Support profile 3, with similar baseline filling pressures and low incidences of previous sternotomy. Similar antithrombotic strategies were used in both trials, with early initiation of heparin, bridging to a vitamin K antagonist with a target international normalized ratio of 2 to 3, and use of low-dose aspirin.

Despite these commonalities, a comparison of outcomes suggests an improvement with the transition from initial clinical trial experience—with its obligatory learning curve—to real-world use. Postoperative length of stay was reduced. At 1 year, the incidences of all bleeding events (30% vs 44%), gastrointestinal bleeding (3.7% vs 12%), right-sided heart failure (7.4% vs 10%), and stroke (0% vs 18%) all favored the real-world cohort. A rewarding absence of pump malfunctions, hemolysis, and pump thrombosis at 1 year was noted in both experiences. One-year survivals were 85.2% for the real-world cohort and 81% in the CE Mark experience.

Although the usual limitations associated with small cohorts, lack of randomization and limited follow up, are irrefutable, this early postapproval experience suggests that the learning curve inherent in new technologies is being overcome with the availability of the HeartMate 3 for commercial use in Europe and elsewhere. This observation should not come as a surprise, because comparable improvements have been well documented with other mechanical circulatory support technologies. Indeed, John and colleagues first described an increase in 1-year survival from 76% (trial) to 85% (posttrial) in HeartMate II bridge-to-transplant recipients. Jorde and associates documented reduced incidence of bleeding and infectious complications as well as improved survival for HeartMate II destination therapy recipients after device approval. Data from a multicenter postmarket registry suggested improving outcomes for post–CE Mark trial HeartWare ventricular assist device recipients when compared with trial experience.

The field of mechanical support is unique in its inherent complexity of devices, associated adverse event profile, and severity of illness of the intended patient population. Moreover, successful outcomes can only be consistently achieved when a multidisciplinary team is reliably and longitudinally involved in the care of these frail patients. Although great strides have been made in raw survival and quality of life, the adverse event burden accompanying these technologies would be
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It is imperative in the field of mechanical support to embrace new technologies and trials, to accept learning curves, and to continue to enhance techniques to optimize these lifesaving devices.
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remains considerable. It is imperative that we embrace new technologies and trials, accept learning curves, and continue to enhance our surgical techniques and medical management to optimize the real-world application of these lifesaving and life-enhancing devices.
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